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Abstract
Private user storages are used in Online Social
Networks (OSN) to securely save private settings
and keys on a server. This allows users to access
these settings and keys from all their devices.
Therefore, private user storages can synchronize
these devices. When end-to-end encryption is
applied in an OSN to ensure the privacy of users and
the communication private user storages can be
used to safely store all private and symmetric keys.
A user can retrieve the encrypted storage from the
server and decrypt it with its password. However,
when the password is lost access to the private user
storage is lost as well, as the symmetric key cannot
be retrieved from the server in contrast to the
recovery functions of some OSNs, where a new
password can be created. We present a scheme that
splits private user storages into different parts and
applies two different secret sharing schemes to be
able to recover the keys with the help of the other
participants of the OSN. The scheme is more robust
to missing shares than other secret sharing schemes.
Therefore, even when a large fraction of the
distributed shares are not accessible because
shareholders are inactive or malicious high rates of
successful reconstructions can be achieved.
Keyword s- end-to-end encryption, online chat;
online social networ, applied secret sharing, private
storage, instant messaging service

1. Introduction
Online Social Networks (OSN) are very popular
and the number of monthly users for Facebook, one
of the largest OSNs is growing each month and has
reached about 2.5 billion monthly users in 2019 [7].
Participants of OSNs can share content like news
articles, personal information, images, and others
with friends. Participants further can communicate
through OSNs, using integrated online chats or
messaging programs. Often the communication is not
protected between the users.
*A preliminary version of this paper was presented at the 15th
International Conference for Internet Technology and Secured
Transactions (ICITST-2020) [29]. The authors acknowledge the
financial support by the Federal Ministry of Education and
Research of Germany in the framework of SoNaTe (project
number 16SV7405).
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This
allows
administrators,
attackers,
or
governmental organizations to read and intercept the
communication. Some online chats are protecting the
communication of their users by implementing
different approaches like end-to-end encryption
between the users. WhatsApp is the most popular
application, with around 1.6 billion monthly users in
2019 [11]. Often, the users have to provide the
correct login credentials, like passwords or personal
identification numbers to use these applications. If
the credentials are lost it can be impossible to
retrieve them from the provider, because this would
allow undermining the principles of end-to-end
encryption. Recovering the credentials can be
achieved by implementing secret sharing schemes.
Our contribution consists of an applied secret
sharing scheme for end-to-end encrypted online
social networks (OSN). The approach allows
reconstructing login credentials, even though they
are unknown to the server or administrators. To
achieve this, we rely on encrypted storages, which
are partitioned and can be recovered one after
another. Each storage contains cryptographic keys.
When a storage is recovered a part of the OSN can
be accessed again. We present algorithms to partition
storages, distribute shares, and to recover the
storages. Different variables are evaluated in
simulations. Further, the behavior of the scheme with
high rates of inaccessible schemes are shown. Here,
our scheme performs better than existing solutions
using only a single secret sharing scheme. We
suggest optimal values for networks with high
fluctuation of active users. Further, we discuss the
implications on security, given an attack model,
where an attacker has full access to the servers of the
OSN. The main advantage compared to solutions in
existing OSNs is that no knowledge about the login
credentials is present on the server. This is essential
for end-to-end encryption. Our findings can be
transferred to problems like digital inheritance or
cryptocurrency environments, where
similar
problems exist. A main point of the analysis is the
overhead in disk space produced by applying our
scheme and an analysis of optimal algorithms to split
the storage into different parts by assigning the
chatrooms in different ways.
The paper is structured as follows: In Section II
related work, regarding encrypted OSNs and the
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reconstruction of login credentials for OSNs is listed.
In Section III the backgrounds on secret sharing
schemes and the system model are described. In
Section IV our approach is discussed in detail.
Further, Section V gives simulation results when
applying our scheme and discusses the security
implications. Finally, Section VI concludes the work.

2. Related Work
Many different solutions to the problem of
private communication are known. Often end-to-endencryption is used. Private keys or passphrases are
needed and some of the solutions use private
storages for users. Private storages can be used to
save data on servers. This data can be retrieved
again, but attackers cannot access the contents. For
some of the solutions, no procedure of how to
reconstruct a lost passphrase or private key is shown.
Either, because it is not possible or because it lies
outside of the scope of the research.

2.1 Related Work without Recovery
Procedures
Off-the-record (OTR) [18] is a scheme without
key recovery. Users a and b generate multiple
private keys xa0,xa1,… and xb0,xb1,…. Using the first
keys a common key is generated using a DiffieHellmann key exchange. For every new message, a
new key is exchanged using the next keys. Silent
Circle Instant Messaging Protocol (SCIMP) [17] is a
peer-to-peer approach to send end-to-end encrypted
messages between two peers. SCIMP uses ECDH to
agree on a shared secret. This works as follows: the
initiator of a conversation sends a commitment,
which is a hash of a newly created ECDH public key.
The responder answers with a newly generated
ECDH public key. Hashes of previously shared keys
are appended to these two messages, if available.
Then, both peers send message authentication codes
on a known value. Afterward, the peers can
exchange messages which are then encrypted using a
Counter-Mode/CBC-MAC.
The Private Facebook Chat (PFC) [19] provides
secure messaging within the Facebook Chat, by
using end-to-end encryption. PFC uses an automated
key escrow system, which manages the encryption
keys. The keys are distributed by a PFC server,
which uses the Facebook authentication mechanism.
Users, therefore, do not need an additional password.
In [13] a modified Diffie-Hellman (DH) protocol for
instant messaging between multiple peers is
described. When a peer registers at the server it
determines a DH public key using two secrets from
the server and the peer. When a peer initiates a
conversation, it creates a random number to derive a
message, which is sent to the server. The server
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modifies the message, such that the recipient can
perform a DH key exchange using the public key of
the initiator. Messages are encrypted using the
established key. As long as the server does not know
the secrets it cannot read the encrypted messages.
In [28] an instant messaging service based on
Elliptic-Curve cryptography is described. The
general approach of [13] is used, which includes the
registration procedure to generate a public key for a
peer, which then is used by other peers to establish a
common secret between peers, using ECDH.
The well-known Signal protocol [15] uses a
shared key which is derived by a key derivation
function (KDF) from a KDF chain which itself is
derived from another KDF chain. The inputs to this
KDF chain are shared secrets found through a
modified Diffie-Hellman key exchange. The protocol
is used in variations in other applications like
OMEMO [25].

2.2. Related Work with Recovery Procedure
A system using a variation of the Signal protocol
is WhatsApp [6]. It allows to backup messages to a
private storage, like Google Drive. When the original
device for using WhatsApp is lost messages can be
retrieved again.
SafeSMS [10] is a tool to exchange end-to-endencrypted messages through encrypted short message
service (SMS) messages. Users can create an
encrypted storage on their mobile phone. A
possibility to safely store and retrieve the private key
could be through storing them on the sim card.
Threema [27] is an end-to-end encrypted online chat.
Threema allows users to create a so-called Threema
Safe, which stores information of the user like the
ID, private key, profile information, and others. The
Threema Safe is encrypted using a password chosen
by the user and can be stored on the servers of
Threema or a private server. Therefore, the Threema
Safe can be used to retrieve the private key of a user,
but if the password of a user is lost the Threema Safe
is useless itself, because it cannot be decrypted
without the password.
Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) [8] is an approach,
where both public-key encryption, as well as
symmetric-key encryption is used for encrypted email communication. The public key is used for key
encryption and signature verification and the private
key is used for key decryption and signature
generation. The message contents are encrypted,
using symmetric keys. Some implementations of
PGP, like PGP Desktop by Symantec [26] allow
users to create five reconstruction questions when
installing the PGP Software and generating the key
pairs. When a user loses his credentials, the key
reconstruction procedure can be used to reconstruct
the credentials, if three of the five questions are
answered correctly.
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3. Model and Backgrounds
In the following, the term user describes a
person, which has lost the login credentials for the
OSN and wants to recover them. Recover and
reconstruct are used synonymously for the procedure
of computing a secret from shares of a secret sharing
scheme. A participant is a member of a chatroom,
which is allowed to read and write messages. The
term peer describes a participant of a chatroom the
user is a member of. I.e. in a chatroom with
participants u, p1, and p2, where u is the user, both p1
and p2 are peers of u. {m}k denotes the ciphertext of
message m, encrypted with the key k.

3.1. System Model
In this work, we introduce some enhancements
for the end-to-end encryption scheme for online
chats, as proposed in [21]. A user u owns a keypair
(eu,du) for the RSA cryptosystem. eu is distributed via
a server and can be used for the encryption of direct
messages to u. Another key pair (vu,su) owned by u is
used for ECDSA signatures. Again, vu is distributed
via the server and can be used to verify signatures of
u. Apart from direct messages between peers,
chatrooms can be created. A chatroom can hold
arbitrary many participants. Messages sent to a
chatroom c, are encrypted with a symmetric AES key
kc. The key kc is exchanged between the participants
using (encrypted) direct messages:
Example: In a chatroom c with peers p, q, r the key
kc is sent to all peers as {kc}p, {kc}q, and {kc}r. A
new key k’c is exchanged between the participants
when the participants of c change, because a
participant joins or leaves c.
The messages in the chatrooms are signed, as
well. Further, a directed acyclic graph is created
from the sent and received messages. This allows
detecting whether an attacker has deleted messages.
All changes in the chatrooms are logged, using
SYSTEMMESSAGES. These are special messages in
the chatrooms. They are encrypted, signed, and
included in the acyclic graph to detect tampering. A
user u has to store their own keys d u and su. Further,
u can store the keys ei and vi of every other
participant i and all keys kc of the chatrooms c.
Therefore, u has a private STORAGE. Using the private
login password P of u and a salt value saltS a
symmetric key Ps=PBKDF2(P+saltS) is derived.
Using Ps the STORAGE is encrypted and stored on the
server. Another salt value saltA is used to
authenticate
u
against
the
server
with
PA=PBKDF2(P+saltA). This allows u to authenticate
and to decrypt the STORAGE using the same password
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P. PBKDF2 is used with SHA-256, therefore
calculating P from PA and saltA is infeasible and PA
can be stored on the server for the authentication
procedure. On the other hand, when u loses his
password the server cannot help in retrieving PS. All
keys in the STORAGE, then, are inaccessible.

3.2. Secret Sharing Schemes
A secret sharing scheme allows distributing a
secret, like a password, to multiple peers, called
shareholders. Each shareholder receives a share such
that by combining the shares the secret can be
recovered. In 1979, Shamir [23] and Blakley [3]
independently came up with the idea of (t,n)threshold secret sharing schemes (TSS). In a (t,n)TSS n shares are distributed. Any combination of t'≥t
(different) shares can compute the secret. Knowing
t''<t shares gives no advantage in computing the
secret compared to guessing it. The scheme of
Shamir uses polynomials of degree t-1, where n
different points are distributed. The secret can be
revealed by using polynomial interpolation. (t-1)dimensional hyperplanes are distributed to the
shareholders in the scheme of Blakley. By
combining t of the n hyperplanes the point of
intersection is the secret. Other approaches use Latin
squares [4]. Here, the secret is a Latin square. Each
share is a partial Latin square, such that there exist
combinations of shares where the unions constitute
critical sets. Each critical set can be used to
reconstruct the origin Latin square. Using the
Chinese remainder theorem, other schemes can be
constructed (see [16] and [1]). The basic idea is that
the secret S can be computed by using any set of at
least t previously chosen coprime integers m i, where
the smallest product of any t coprime integers is
larger than S and at the same time any set of t-1 is
smaller. The shares are calculated by si=S mod mi.
In compartmented threshold secret sharing
schemes (CTS) the shareholders are organized in
compartments. Each shareholder receives a share to
reconstruct the secret of the corresponding
compartment. Every secret of a compartment is the
share of another secret sharing scheme. When
enough shares of a compartment are known the
compartment's secret can be calculated. By
combining the compartments' shares, the secret can
be reconstructed. CTS can be constructed from secret
sharing schemes and can contain multiple layers of
compartments. Some CTS are shown in [2], [9], [12],
[14], [24].

4. Our Approach
As described in Section III.A, every user u has a
private STORAGE, which is encrypted using a key PS.
A private password P is used to derive PS. When P is
lost, the stored keys are lost, which results in
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inaccessible chatrooms. One of the modifications
compared to the existing scheme is that u has not just
a single STORAGE, but additional STORAGEPARTS. In
our scheme, the keys for the chatrooms are moved
from the STORAGE into the STORAGEPARTS.
STORAGEPARTS are encrypted, as well. The keys for
the STORAGEPARTS are generated randomly by u,
when they are created. The STORAGE holds the keys
for the STORAGEPARTS. Two secret sharing schemes
are used to distribute PS:

in a STORAGEPART containing more chatrooms. I.e.
when a user u is participating in chatrooms a, b, c,
that are stored in the same STORAGEPART S, the list of
participants for S, contains u three times. This can be
useful when reconstructing the STORAGE and
STORAGEPARTS of a user. When the chatrooms are
distributed to the STORAGEPARTS, and a user joins a
new chatroom, this chatroom is appended to the
smallest STORAGEPART. This ensures, that no
STORAGEPART becomes too large and the participants
are almost equally distributed.

u generates two random keys kCTS and kTS.
u then calculates SCTS=AES(PS,kCTS)={PS}KCTS
and
STS=AES(PS,kTS)={PS}KTS.
A TSS is used to distribute shares of STS to all peers
the user knows.
An additional CTS is used to distribute shares of
SCTS to all STORAGEPARTS. The secret distributed
inside a STORAGEPART is the key, which is used to
encrypt it. I.e. the STORAGEPARTS are compartments
for a CTS. This allows reconstructing the
STORAGEPARTS one by one, and in parallel to
reconstruct the STORAGE. kCTS and kTS are sent to the
server. An overview of a partitioned STORAGE is
displayed in Figure 1.

4.1. Generating STORAGEPARTS
In the previous construction, a user had a single
containing all keys for the chatrooms.
When splitting the STORAGE into multiple
STORAGEPARTS the following algorithm is used to
distribute the chatrooms to the STORAGEPARTS:
First, the chatrooms are sorted with decreasing
participants as C. I.e. the first chatroom has the
highest number of participants. Second, the average
number of participants per STORAGEPART a is
calculated, by dividing the total number of
participants in all chatrooms by the number of
STORAGEPARTS. Third, beginning with the first
chatroom in C, chatrooms are appended to the first
STORAGEPARTS, until the count of participants is
equal or higher than a. Then, the next STORAGEPART
is filled with chatrooms until, again, the amount of
participants is equal or higher than a. This is repeated
until all chatrooms are distributed and the
STORAGEPARTS are filled.
The algorithm ensures, that a roughly equal
amount of participants is in each STORAGEPART. The
run-time of the Algorithm is in O(n log n) for the
sorting of the chatrooms by the number of
participants. When applying this algorithm, some of
the STORAGEPARTS contain more chatrooms. Others
contain fewer chatrooms. This increases the chance
of having some participants to appear multiple times
STORAGE
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Figure 1. Keys for chatrooms
The Figure 1 shows that the STORAGE holds all
keys for the STORAGEPARTS. Each STORAGEPART
contains the keys for chatrooms. Shares for all peers
of a user are in the Storage. The shares can recover
either a STORAGEPART or the STORAGE. Here,
STORAGEPART S links to another STORAGEPART S1,
which holds old keys for the same chatrooms.
The property in Figure 1 is good for the
reconstruction procedure, as the chance that a
participant is inaccessible is nearly equal across all
STORAGEPARTS.

4.2. Splitting STORAGEPARTS
Every time a user joins or leaves a chatroom, a
new key is distributed in the chatroom. This can
happen frequently. As all keys are saved to the
STORAGEPARTS, they can grow large. It may not be
necessary to always have all keys when some of the
keys belong to old messages. The STORAGEPARTS of a
user are received when the user logs in to the OSN.
Downloading all keys can be problematic when the
bandwidth of a user is limited, or the download
volume is limited. To reduce the size of each
STORAGEPART the number of stored keys can be
reduced, such that only the n latest keys of each
chatroom are saved in the actual STORAGEPART and
all older keys are saved in a linked STORAGEPART. I.e.
a STORAGEPART S has linked STORAGEPARTS S1, S2,
…, where the recent keys of each chatroom are
stored in S, the following keys of the chatrooms are
stored in S1, and so on. Then S has a link to S1 and
S1 has a link to S2 and so on. Then, a user can log in
to the OSN, receive the newest keys of the
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chatrooms, and decrypt the recent messages.
Whenever an older key is needed, the linked
STORAGEPART can be retrieved. These STORAGEPARTS
are encrypted using the same symmetric keys to
further reduce the needed space and bandwidth. The
following algorithm splits a STORAGEPART:
First, when a new key for a chat c is received, it
is checked, whether the amount of keys in the
STORAGEPART S holding c is 2n. If not, the algorithm
finishes and is called again upon receiving a new
key. Second, for each chatroom in S, the list of keys
is split in half, such that the older keys are in one list
and the newer keys are in the other. Third, a new
STORAGEPART S’ is created, where the lists of older
keys are stored. Fourth, the link from S to S1 is
removed, S’ receives a link to S1, and S receives a
link to S’. Fifth, the STORAGEPART S’ is encrypted
using the same key as S and sent to the server. This
algorithm ensures, that only a limited number of
recent keys is saved in a STORAGEPART. This reduces
the amount of data a user has to download when it
logs in to the OSN. Older keys still can be received,
when needed, such that all messages can be
decrypted. To receive the older keys, the linked
STORAGEPARTS are requested from the server. The
server provides them and the user finally decrypts
them.

4.3. Distributing the Shares
The key PS is used to encrypt and decrypt the
PS is derived from the secret password P of
a user u. Therefore, PS has to be distributed using
secret sharing schemes. In the STORAGE a symmetric
key kSP exists for every STORAGEPART SP. Two keys
kCTS and kTS are generated by u randomly. The two
keys are sent to the server. In case u has to recover
PS the server helps and provides kCTS and kTS. u
calculates SCTS=AES(PS,kCTS) and STS=AES(PS,kTS).
SCTS and STS, therefore, are both different ciphertexts
of PS. STS is distributed as follows: u creates a list L
of all peers it knows. By iterating through all
STORAGEPARTS and the contained chatrooms this list
can be filled. A TSS then is used to create a share Sp
of STS for every peer p∊L. The list of peers contains
no duplicates. I.e. when a participant appears in
multiple of the chatrooms, the participant is only
added the first time to L. This way, when
reconstructing the storage using the TSS and the
fraction of accessible and heling peers is above the
threshold value t, it is guaranteed, that the storage
can be recovered. In the case, that participants are
not considered unique, i.e. they appear multiple
times in L, the TSS can fail to recover the storage in
close cases. This is because participants often appear
in multiple chatrooms and therefore would receive
multiple shares. When a fraction f ≥ t, with f = t + ε
and small ε of participants is active, the threshold is

not met, because these multiple shares are missing.
Then, Sp is encrypted using the public key ep of p
and signed by u. u, then, sends the ciphertext and
signature to p. p then can verify the signature,
decrypt Sp, and save it to the own STORAGE.
The other secret SCTS is distributed by first
creating a share SSP for every STORAGEPART SP, using
a TSS. In a STORAGEPART SP, at first, the symmetric
key kSP, used to encrypt and decrypt the
STORAGEPARTS is encrypted, using the key kCTS.
Then, a list LSP of all peers of the chatrooms in SP is
created. Here, the list LSP, in contrast to the list L of
the TSS, can contain peers multiple times, when they
appear in different chatrooms in SP. This was not a
good property for the TSS but is useful for the
reconstruction of the STORAGEPARTS. In this case, the
fraction of active peers is definitely below the
threshold value of the TSS. The reconstruction of
STORAGEPARTS in contrast to the TSS benefits from
the fact, that peers appear multiple times (See
Section V.B). Using another TSS, a share SSP,p is
calculated for every peer p∊LSP. This share, again, is
encrypted with ep, signed by u, and sent as a direct
message to p. Therefore, this TSS later allows
reconstructing the key for the STORAGEPARTS.
Because shares are distributed to the STORAGEPARTS
and inside the STORAGEPARTS, another set of shares is
distributed to the peers, this reconstruction scheme is
a CTS.

4.4. Recovering the Storage

STORAGE.
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A user u that loses his password P can neither log
in to the OSN nor decrypt the STORAGE. To access
the STORAGE again the following procedure is used:
At first, the user tells the server to allow him to get a
onetime login. This should be allowed only if the
user can provide evidence, that he is the owner of the
account. This can be achieved, for example by
sending the user a link via e-mail, which he can click
only if he knows the password to the mailbox. There
are different ways of achieving this, which depend
on the OSN, where the chat is used. The server
creates a new ID RIDu of the recovery request and
sends it to u. Then, u creates a new STORAGE and
sends an INITIALIZERECOVERY-message containing
RIDu to the server. The server searches for all peers P
of u. This can be done because the lists of
participants for all chatrooms are stored on the server
in plaintext. P is sent to u, together with kTS and kCTS.
Then, u sends a RECOVERYREQUEST-message to
every peer p∊P, again containing RIDu. When p
receives such a message it checks whether a
RECOVERYCONFIRMED-message for RIDu, signed by
a participant of the OSN exists. If no such message
exists p interrupts the procedure and checks for the
presence of the message regularly. If such a message
exists, all shares for u are searched in the STORAGE.
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The shares are encrypted using the new public key of
u and signed by p. Then, p sends a SYSTEMMESSAGE
to all chatrooms, where p and u are participating in.
This message contains the IDs of the
RECOVERYREQUEST-message and u. The message is
encrypted, using the latest AES key of the
corresponding chatroom. This allows every
participant to see, that u wants to recover the key.
When u receives a share, it tries to recover, either,
the corresponding STORAGEPART, via the CTS or the
STORAGE, via the TSS. When a secret is calculated u
has to decrypt it, using the corresponding key kTS or
kCTS. When a STORAGEPART is recovered u can
append it to the new STORAGE. This allows u to
already communicate in some chatrooms. The
STORAGE can be recovered by u, when enough shares
of the TSS are combined, or when enough
STORAGEPARTS are recovered by u. When the
STORAGE finally is recovered, a RECOVERYFINISHEDmessage is sent to all peers. This is useful for
preventing peers that did not send their shares yet,
from sending them late.
The previously mentioned RECOVERY CONFIRM
ED-message is a message created by any peer p of u.
The message is created, when u contacts p over a
different channel. Such a channel can be a verified email, phone, or a meeting in person. First, u provides
a signed message containing RIDu to p. This can be
achieved by displaying a QR code or presenting a
human-readable version of the message, computed in
a way like described in [5]. p then verifies the
signature, signs the message, and sends it as a
RECOVERYCONFIRMED-message to the server. In this
way, each peer can check whether the recovery
request was started by u, and at the same time, p
guarantees the correctness. In Figure 2 the recovery
procedure is shown as a flowchart.

5. Analysis of the Proposed Scheme
The STORAGE is split into different parts, on the
one hand, the chance of a successful recovery is
increased. But on the other hand, some overhead in
the size is generated. Further, additional attack
vectors may be introduced. The analysis is as
follows:
The help of the server and some of the peers is
needed to recover the STORAGE or multiple
STORAGEPARTS.

Figure 2. Initializes the recovery procedure
The Figure 2 shows the user u initializes the
recovery procedure. The RECOVERYCONFIRMEDmessage can be created by any peer p of u. To create
it, both of them have to meet: u presents a signed
message containing RIDu to p. p in return, verifies it,
signs it again, and sends it to the server.

5.1. Possible Attacks
A key recovery method can provide additional
attack vectors for someone who wants to access the
private messages of a user. An attacker in the system
can be any person with full access to the servers of
the OSN. It can be an administrator, hacker, or a
governmental organization agent with full access to
all data. Then, the attacker can read, modify, or
delete data on the server. Additionally, any
participant of the OSN can be an attacker, as well.
Attacks on the client machines are not covered by the
scheme. In the following, possible attacks are
analyzed in detail:
• Compromised Server: A compromised server can
initiate the recovery procedure. All messages
from and to the user u can be intercept and read,
because new keys are generated when the
recovery procedure is started. The server knows
all peers of u and can send them the appropriate
messages to receive the shares. At this point the
attack fails, because no RECOVERYCONFIRMEDmessage exists. The server cannot generate such a
message without the help of another participant,
because it has to be signed by u and another
participant.
• Colluding Participants: Colluding participants of
the OSN can combine their shares and compute
STS, or SCTS. In principle, this could work, because
the list of participants is visible to anybody inside
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a chatroom. But, not all peers of a user may be
reached, because some of the chatrooms may be
unknown to the colluding participants. If
nevertheless, enough of them work together they
still need kTS or kCTS from the server. In practice,
this would mean that, depending on the setting,
about 75% of all peers of a user and an
administrator or hacker on the server have to
work together.
• Stranger Friends: In OSN users usually have
more and more stranger friends, which are peers
that are not known in person by the user. These
stranger friends may even be malicious.
Therefore, collusion is even more likely. But
again, at first enough participants have to collude.
At second, all non-stranger friends can detect and
block the recovery process, because the
RECOVERYCONFIRMED-message is incorrect.
They can inform the server and the user.
• Colluding Participants and Server: An attacker on
the server colluding with multiple participants
increases the chance to successfully reconstruct
the STORAGE while staying concealed. The server
knows all peers of a user; therefore, it is easy to
contact all peers to gain their shares. If enough of
the peers help, the reconstruction can be hidden
by the peers and the server, because either the
correct messages can be deleted, or fake
SYSTEMMESSAGES can be used to replace the
critical messages, which are originally used to
reveal all malicious recovery procedures. The
question is, whether this effort is justified: First,
the server gets to know the communication of the
colluding peers, when the STORAGE is recovered.
Second, when enough peers work together with
the server it is far simpler to just forward all
messages of the user, instead of recovering the
STORAGE.
• Attack of a Third Party: It is ensured, that no
stranger starts the recovery procedure. At first,
the attacker has to get access to the mailbox to
reset the password for the OSN. Second, the
attacker has to fake a RECOVERYCONFIRMEDmessage. To achieve this, the attacker has to have
access to another account, or he has to work
together with a peer of the user. On the one hand,
the procedure generates SYSTEMMESSAGES in all
chatrooms, which make it traceable, who was
attacking the user. On the other hand, the chance
of a successful attack can further be reduced, if a
RECOVERYCONFIRMED-message has to be signed
by multiple peers.
• Stealing the User Login Data: There are two
different keys PS and PA, both derived using
PBKDF2 from the password P of the user. PA is
known to the server. Therefore, it is known to an
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attacker, as well, whereas PS is secret. An
attacker, which initializes the recovery procedure
can set a new password P'. This password then is
used to derive P’A and P’S. Now, the attacker
knows P’S which does not help in computing PS.
Without the recovered STORAGE an attacker
gained nothing. The recovery procedure itself is
secured against an attacker.
• Stealing Messages and Cryptographic Keys: An
attacker has to recover the STORAGE of a user to
steal messages or cryptographic keys. The
recovery procedure is secured, and every
tampering, modification, or started recovery
procedure is detected through SYSTEMMESSAGES
in all chatrooms. SYSTEMMESSAGES are
encrypted and signed, using the correct keys.
Further, every deletion of a SYSTEMMESSAGE can
be detected, because the message history
becomes inconsistent.
• Modifying Cryptographic Keys: Cryptographic
keys can only be modified, when the STORAGE is
successfully recovered by an attacker. Such an
attack can be revealed.
• Altering Communication Data and Metadata:
Recovering the STORAGE as an attacker gives no
advantage for deleting or modifying messages.
This is not possible in the described scheme.
Adding messages, on the other hand, is possible,
when the attacker knows the keys, just like that,
new participants can be added by an attacker to
the chatrooms and old participants can be
excluded. This is visible to all participants and
therefore can be prevented or be undone by
honest participants.
• Small Rooms or Few Peers: A user can
participate in small rooms only or have few
peers. Then, the chance to successfully attack the
scheme is high, as each share becomes more
important. Therefore, it has to be considered,
whether such users and their STORAGES are worth
protecting. The meaningfulness of the scheme is
only given to a user if he is part of a certain
number of chatrooms and knows enough peers.
5.2. Advantages of Partitioned Storages
In [20], [22] studies about the usage of
WhatsApp were performed. The observed usage
behavior was used to perform simulations about the
advantages of partitioned storages. According to the
studies, an average user of an online chat has contact
with around 70 peers, in about 60 different chats.
About 71.5% of the chats are between 2 peers,
11.4% are between 3 to 5 peers, 6.9% are between 6
to 10 peers, and the remaining chats contain 11 peers
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or more. Peers can be in multiple chats, which
explains the fact, that the number of peers and chats
does not differ that much. These statistics were
applied to different simulations to find advantages,
disadvantages,
and
optimal
values
when
implementing our approach.
For most simulations, a target threshold rate of
ttarget=0.7 was used, i.e. the threshold rate of the
STORAGE and STORAGEPARTS satisfy the equation:
tstorage ⋅tstoragePart=ttarget. This means that a low fraction
of 70% or more of the shareholders should be able to
reconstruct the STORAGE. This fraction was chosen,
because update procedures ensure, that only active
peers receive shares. This leads to a low amount of
inactive peers. It is far more common for users to
forget their passwords when they are not using the
services for a while. Therefore, a large number of
peers could be inactive in the meanwhile. No
research was found that allowed us to estimate a
better value. To generate appropriate simulations,
therefore, 70% of the peers are marked as inactive,
using a uniformly distributed random number
generator. Inactive peers cannot help in
reconstructing the secret. For all simulations, the
reconstruction rates are calculated. A reconstruction
rate of r=0.9 means that in 90% of the simulations
the STORAGE and all STORAGEPARTS can be
reconstructed from the available shares. Further,
partly reconstruction rates were calculated. I.e. a
75%-reconstruction rate gives the rate of simulations
where between 50% and 75% of the STORAGEPARTS
can be reconstructed. In some simulations, a
reconstruction rate ra=r+r75%+r50%+r25% is used, so
any instance where at least 25% of the
STORAGEPARTS were successfully reconstructed are
counted.
• Is it Beneficial to Consider Unique Peers? One of
the questions is, whether it is beneficial to share
the secret with unique peers in a STORAGEPART,
versus distributing shares to peers for every
occurrence in the chats in the STORAGEPARTS. I.e.
should a peer p, who is a participant in chatrooms
c1 and c2, where both chatrooms are saved in the
same STORAGEPART, receive one unique share sp
or two different shares sp,c1 and sp,c2? For a single
STORAGEPART an advantage, when considering
non-unique peers, is visible. For all other
numbers of STORAGEPARTS, the advantage turns
out lower but is still there. Therefore, considering
non-unique peers brings slight advantages. For
one single STORAGEPART, the reconstruction rate
rt increases from 0.59 to 0.67. For two
STORAGEPARTS the increase is from 0.81 to 0.82.
The proposed scheme combines two different
schemes, a TSS, and a CTS. Therefore, one
should think about whether it is beneficial, to
have unique peers or non-unique peers for the
TSS as well: For the TSS, non-unique peers are
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not advantageous. When the rate of active peers
is above the threshold value of the TSS it is
always guaranteed, that the TSS is able to
reconstruct the STORAGE from the provided
shares. When the rate is below, the TSS is never
able to reconstruct the STORAGE, then the CTS is
used for recovering the STORAGEPARTS. When the
rate of active peers f is slightly above the
threshold value t, i.e. f - ε = t, for small ε, the
reconstruction using the TSS fails, because of the
distribution of shares. This is the case, because
according to the findings of [20] and [22], often
peers appear in multiple chatrooms. These peers
receive multiple shares. The chance is high that
such a peer with at least two shares is inactive. In
the case of non-unique peers, the inequation g ≥ t
has to be met, where g is the fraction of available
shares to the total distributed shares. When a
participant appears in a single chatroom, the
fraction of available shares is g' = (A-1)/T, where
A is the number of available shares. When the
peer appears in two chatrooms the fraction
decreases to g'' = (A-2)/t. This often leads to the
case, that the number of active peers is slightly
above the threshold value, but the number of
available shares is below this threshold value.
Then, the TSS is not able to reconstruct the
storage. Therefore, unique peers are considered
for the TSS.
• Can the Additional TSS Improve the
Recoverability? In Figure 3 the impact on the
reconstruction rates when using a unique share
per peer for the STORAGE is shown. I.E. two
different secret sharing schemes TSS and CTS are
used. Every first bar shows the reconstruction
rates when peers receive additional shares for
reconstructing the STORAGE (TSS), the second bar
shows the reconstruction rates, without this
additional share (CTS only). For every number of
STORAGEPARTS, a significant increase in r is
visible. At the same time, the combined partly
reconstruction rates decrease. It is visible, that the
introduction of additional shares, improves the
scheme significantly. For a single STORAGEPART,
an increase from 0.59 to 0.66 was measured. For
two STORAGEPARTS, the increase for full
recoverability is from 0.34 to 0.69, r 50% drops
from 0.48 to 0.18. For four STORAGEPARTS, the
full recoverability increases from 0.1 to 0.66, r75%
drops from 0.3 to 0.06, r50% drops from 0.36 to
0.14, and r25% drops from 0.2 to 0.11.
• Should a (p,p)-Threshold Scheme be Used? A
target threshold rate of ttarget=0.7 allows to vary
the threshold rates tstorage and tstoragePart, as long as
the product of both equals ttarget. Therefore, to
find the optimal value for both threshold rates the
simulations shown in Figure 4 were performed.
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For three different numbers of STORAGEPARTS, it
was simulated, which value q ∊ {p,p-1,p-2}
should optimally be used for the (p,q)-threshold
scheme to reconstruct the STORAGE from the
STORAGEPARTS. The left bars show the results for
q=p, the middle bars show the results for q=p-1,
and the right bars show the results of q=p-2.
Clearly visible is, that r stays nearly equal with
varying q, whereas the partly reconstruction rates
drop significantly. This result seems likely,
because decreasing tstorage results in an increasing
tstoragePart, which results in less reconstructed
STORAGEPARTS, whereas the STORAGES still can be
reconstructed using the TSS, as seen in Figure 3.
Therefore, using a (p,p)-TSS seems optimal.

as shown in Figure 5, the difference between both
total reconstruction rates is even less. Therefore,
if the overhead in disk space and communication
messages can be neglected four STORAGEPARTS
are the best choice.

Figure 4. Reconstruction of the Storage
The Figure 4 shows that the rates for full recovery
stay nearly the same when decreasing the threshold
for the reconstruction of the Storage. The rates for
75% and 50% recoveries decrease in most
combinations.

Figure 3. Adding a share per peer
The Figure 3 shows that adding a share per peer, for
the STORAGE increases the reconstruction rates, while
the rate of partly reconstructible STORAGES decreases.
• What is a Good Threshold Value? In Figure 5 the
results of simulations with target threshold values
ttarget=0.9 and ttarget=0.7 and different numbers of
STORAGEPARTS are shown.
The overall behavior of the scheme stays the
same for different target threshold values, with
slightly higher reconstruction rates for ttarget=0.9.
The reconstruction rates r, for ttarget=0.9 are 0.73
for a single STORAGEPART, 0.75 for two
STORAGEPARTS, and 0.72 for four STORAGEPARTS.
r50% is at 0.16 for two STORAGEPARTS, and at 0.12
for four STORAGEPARTS. For four STORAGEPARTS,
r75% is 0.06. For ttarget=0.7 the values are slightly
lower.
•

How Many Partitions are Optimal? Either two or
four STORAGEPARTS are optimal, according to the
simulation results shown in Figure 3. When using
two STORAGEPARTS the rate r is slightly higher,
compared to four STORAGEPARTS. But, taking in
to account the partial reconstruction rates
especially for 75% partial reconstruction, four
STORAGEPARTS seem to perform better. When
looking at the higher target threshold of ttarget=0.9,
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• What is the Optimal Algorithm to Split the
STORAGEPARTS? To split the STORAGEPARTS
into multiple parts in the beginning (see Section
IV.A) different algorithms can be considered.
Apart from the described algorithm, three other
algorithms were considered. These algorithms
were simulated to find the best run-time and the
distribution of chatrooms to the chatrooms where
the best benefit was measured i.e. can the
distribution of chatrooms and participants to the
STORAGEPARTS lead to a better reconstruction
rate, when participants are inactive?
In the first algorithm, the number of
participants in each STORAGEPART is kept roughly
equal, whereas the number of chatrooms in each
STORAGEPART can vary largely, such that one
STORAGEPART can hold a single chatroom and
another STORAGEPART can hold n chatrooms. The
run time is in O(n log n).
The second algorithm tries to equalize the
number of chatrooms and the number of
participants in each STORAGEPART. It works as
follows:
First, the chatrooms are sorted decreasingly in the
number of participants as C. Second, the first
chatroom in C is assigned to the first
STORAGEPART S1. Then the second chatroom is
assigned to the second STORAGEPART S2 until the
last STORAGEPART Sn received a chatroom. Third,
beginning with the last STORAGEPART Sn the next
chatroom is assigned. Then, the next chatroom is
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assigned to Sn-1, until all STORAGEPARTS are
assigned two chatrooms. Steps two and three are
repeated until all chatrooms are assigned. The run
time for this algorithm is in O(n log n), as well,
as sorting the chatroom is influencing it.

Figure 5. Comparisons of different amounts of
STORAGEPARTS p
The Figure 5, Comparisons of different amounts of
STORAGEPARTS p show that good values are p=2 and
p=4. Especially when considering lower values ttarget
the amount of full or 75% partial reconstructible
STORAGES decreases with larger p.

randomized algorithm, all chatrooms may be
assigned to less than the desired number of
STORAGEPARTS. Therefore, this algorithm was not
used, despite the fact, that the run time is the best.
The first algorithm was chosen, because of its
simplicity.
• How does the Scheme Perform with Different
Rates of Active Peers? In Figure 6 the
performance of the scheme with different rates of
active peers with four STORAGEPARTS are
displayed. The target threshold value was 0.7 and
the rate of active peers was between 0.49 and
0.74. It can be seen, that even when only 59% of
the peers are active, already 25% of the
STORAGEPARTS can be recovered. With 64%
active peers the rate of 25% and 50% recoverable
STORAGEPARTS was already more than 0.5. For
69% active peers, which is still below the target
threshold value already 13% of the
reconstructions are fully successful. The rate of at
least 25% recovered STORAGEPARTS was at 0.94.

5.3. Storage Overhead
Managing multiple STORAGEPARTS and the
a user needs more storage capacity, when
compared to storing only a STORAGE, like in the nonmodified version of the OSN. Each storage
STORAGEPART part is linked with an ID, the key for
AES encryption, and a hash value in the STORAGE.
When the STORAGE is saved as a JSON file, the link is
about 320 bytes per STORAGEPART. When the
STORAGE is encrypted with AES, the link is around
580 bytes long. Each share for the TSS and the CTS is
around 30 bytes in plaintext or 90 bytes when stored
as a ciphertext. With additional hashes, a
STORAGEPART, then needs 370 bytes in plaintext,
when ignoring all keys of the chatrooms, as they are
stored in the non-modified scheme, as well. The
STORAGEPART then has 610 bytes when encrypted.
When considering the results of [20] and [22], each
participant knows 70 peers in 60 chatrooms. In the
simulations, some of the participants appeared
multiple times, such, that the total amount of nonunique peers is 152. They, all receive shares for the
CTS. The optimal number of STORAGEPARTS is two or
four:
STORAGE of

The third algorithm, again, tries to equalize
the number of chatrooms and the number of
participants in each STORAGEPART. The algorithm
is as follows: First, the chatrooms are sorted
decreasingly in the number of participants.
Second, beginning with a STORAGEPART the
largest and smallest chatroom are assigned to it.
Then, again, the largest and smallest chatrooms
are assigned to the next STORAGEPART, until all
STORAGEPARTS hold two chatrooms. The second
step is repeated, as long as enough chatrooms are
available for all STORAGEPARTS. Otherwise, the
chatrooms are assigned in decreasing order to the
STORAGEPARTS. Again, the algorithm is in O(n log
n).
The fourth algorithm distributes the
chatrooms randomly to the STORAGEPARTS. It
works as follows: First, the average number of
participants per STORAGEPART A is calculated, by
dividing the total amount of participants by the
number of desired STORAGEPARTS. Second, a
chatroom is randomly chosen and assigned to the
first STORAGEPART, as long as, the number of
participants in the STORAGEPARTS is smaller than
A. The step is repeated for all STORAGEPART until
no chatrooms are left. This algorithm does not
need to have a sorted list of chatrooms.
Therefore, it assigns the chatrooms to the
STORAGEPARTS in O(n).
The analysis has shown that all algorithms
perform similarly when reconstructing the
STORAGE and STORAGEPARTS. When using the
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For two STORAGEPARTS an overhead of
2 ⋅ (580 + 610) +152 ⋅ 90 + 70 ⋅ 90
= 22.360 bytes is produced
With four STORAGEPARTS, an overhead of
24.740 bytes is produced. When considering, that a
single key for a chatroom is around 380 bytes as a
ciphertext this results in 60 ⋅ 380 = 22.800 bytes for
the same average user. The total overhead compared
to the storage space that is required anyway for the
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chat keys therefore is around a factor of 1.1 for four
STORAGEPARTS. In the case of two STORAGEPARTS, the
factor is smaller with around 1.0. When some of the
chatrooms have more keys, which is the case, when
the participants of the chatroom change, the factor.
In case only a single TSS is used for the
reconstruction 2⋅(580 + 610) + 70 ⋅ 90 = 8.680 bytes
are needed in case of two STORAGEPARTS, and
11.060 bytes are needed for four STORAGEPARTS.
When applying a CTS only2⋅ (580 + 610) + 152 ⋅ 90
= 16.060 bytes are needed with two and 18.440 bytes
are needed with four STORAGEPARTS. Therefore, the
overhead of using both schemes combined has at
most a factor of 2.6.

partitions. Using these values, a high probability to
reconstruct either the complete user storage or as
many parts and chats of it is achieved. This is
especially interesting when high numbers of shares
are inaccessible because participants become inactive
or leave the OSN. Our scheme performs well, even
when less peers are active and help in reconstructing
than the target threshold. Then, in many cases at least
25% or 50% of the STORAGEPARTS are
reconstructible. In these cases, only parts of the OSN
are accessible again. Further, different attack
scenarios on the scheme were analyzed.
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